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Time required for a sphere to fall through a funnel
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We experimentally test a recently proposed theory of the behavior of a single fric-
tional, inelastic, spherical particle falling under gravity through a symmetric funnel.
We find that, while many qualitative results of the theory are supported by the data,
the quantitative behavior of a real sphere falling through a real funnel differs from the
predictions. The behavior above a 45◦ funnel angle, the duration, and the dependence
of the duration on the initial horizontal position all show significant deviations from
the predicted results. In particular, for drop positions near the gap, the duration of the
fall is often significantly less than predicted for 50◦ and 60◦ funnel angles; and at a 60◦
funnel angle, where the data best matches the model, the R2 goodness of fit is only
0.27. The fit can be significantly improved for 60◦ funnel angle by relaxing the most
stringent approximation of the theory, which asserts that the transition from slipping
to rolling is governed by a single constant parameter, β, independent of impact speed
and angle. We conclude that, although the theory captures most of the key features
of the dynamics of a ball falling through a funnel, it does not do so with quantitative
accuracy, indicating that for commonly encountered balls and drop heights, a more
realistic model of particle collisions is required. C 2014 Author(s). All article content,
except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution 3.0
Unported License. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4904948]
I. INTRODUCTION
We experimentally test the recently proposed theory by Zhang et al.1 describing the behavior
of a single frictional, inelastic, spherical particle falling under gravity through a one-dimensional
symmetric funnel. Two recent studies1,2 have suggested that this simple system exhibits interesting
and counterintuitive behavior. They find that, while the interesting effects exist in the ideal frictionless
case, they are enhanced when the friction and the rotation of the ball it causes are considered. They
find, among other things, that the amount of time the ball spends in the funnel is much larger for
funnel angles greater than 45◦ than for smaller angles. Further, the duration depends sensitively on
the initial drop position for these smaller angles, yielding a duration vs. drop position plot essentially
indistinguishable from noise; whereas for larger angles, the duration vs. position varies smoothly over
large regions.
The study of such a simple system is motivated by the widespread use of funnels in industry,
where an improved understanding of the mechanics would allow for such things as the minimization
of time spent in the funnel and the reduction of wear on the machine and the dropped objects. In
addition, examining the change in behavior as the number of particles is increased to form a dense
granular flow may shed light on the many results for that end-case. For instance, dense flow through
an hourglass,3 a closed-loop hourglass,4,5 a funnel, of a two-dimensional layer of balls,6 and more7–16
have been studied by a variety of researchers. However, as pointed out by Zhang, the dilute flow case
has received much less attention, even though the study of other systems with single or a few particles
has led to a variety of interesting results.17–26
Zhang applies a general mathematical model due originally to Walton23,27,28 to the specific case
of a single particle falling through a funnel. They conclude that various interesting effects occur,
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FIG. 1. Schematic of the system. The angle of the funnel walls is measured from the horizontal. Two lines a perpendicular
distance r from the walls mark the limits of motion for the center of the ball. The origin of the x-y coordinate system lies
at their intersection, which in general is below the level of the gap. Two additional coordinate systems, one for each wall as
indicated, are used when considering impacts.
including a qualitative change in the dependence of the duration of the fall with position as the angle
of the funnel wall passes through 45◦. The effects are most pronounced for balls with coefficients of
restitution and dynamic friction close to unity, but they still exist for balls with physically realizable
values of the parameters. Aldahri29 tested an earlier version of the model,2 which does not include
friction, and concluded that it did not reproduce the behavior of a real ball. However, the zero friction
case is quite different from the frictional one, which is the point of Zhang’s second paper. Here we
test the frictional version of the model.
II. MODEL
We provide a concise description of the model here and refer to Zhang1 for the complete details.
We then describe the characteristic behavior it predicts.
We consider a spherical, frictional, inelastic ball of radius r with uniform density, falling under
gravity g through a symmetric funnel with walls aligned at an angle θ to the horizontal and a gap of
width d at the bottom of the funnel. The particle is released with zero initial velocity and zero initial
angular velocity with its center a height H above the bottom of the funnel and a horizontal location
x measured from the central axis of the funnel (see Fig. 1).
Following Zhang, we track the center of the ball, so the funnel is defined by two lines parallel to
and at a distance r from the actual funnel walls. The origin of the coordinate system is at the intersec-
tion of these two lines and lies below the gap. When reporting results, we scale times and horizontal
distances by the free-fall time of the ball through the center of the funnel,

2H/g, and the horizontal
distance from the center to the intersection of the horizontal line at height H and the funnel wall, L.
Note that these scalings are slightly different from Zhang’s. They scale time by

H/g. We use x, y
for the laboratory coordinate system and ξ,ψ for the coordinate system defined by the funnel wall,
as in Fig. 1.
A quick estimate reveals that the Reynolds number for our case can be ∼ 5,000 and so the flow of
air around the ball is often turbulent. However, Stokes drag for the ball we used results in a drag force
approximately 1,000 times smaller than gravity. We are therefore justified in ignoring air resistance.
Consequently, the motion of the ball between impacts is either parabolic or linear rolling along the
funnel. The only part of the system that is not immediately clear is the collision model. Continuing
to follow Zhang, we represent the inelasticity of the ball with a constant coefficient of perpendicular
restitution, e. Thus, the components of momentum perpendicular to the funnel wall after and before
impact are related by
ψ f = −eψi, (1)
where ψ{i, f } are the initial and final, respectively, perpendicular components of velocity in the funnel
coordinate system.
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The ball is further characterized by its constant coefficient of dynamic friction, µ. Because µ is
not zero and the ball is extended, it will emerge from the impact rotating. It will also have a different
momentum tangent to the funnel wall than it did before impact. The post-impact values of the tangen-
tial and rotational velocities are central to the model’s representation of the complicated physics of
collisions of real objects. For example, when an object moving at some angle to a surface impacts that
surface, it will not immediately bounce off, but will spend some time in contact. While in contact, it
may roll with or without slipping, or it may simply slide, and it will certainly compress. The model
considers only two cases: either the collision involves slipping, or it does not. The compression of
the ball and funnel wall and the amount of time spent in contact, as well as the motion of the ball
during the slipping is wrapped up in one parameter β, which affects the final tangential and rotational
velocities.
The parameter β is most usefully seen as an effective tangential coefficient of restitution,28 yield-
ing a model defined by three fixed parameters, the perpendicular and tangential coefficients of resti-
tution, e and β, and the coefficient of dynamic friction, µ.
In the simplest physical case, slipping ceases when the combined rotational and translational
velocity of the ball yields a speed of zero at the point of contact with the surface. However, for
real, deformable balls, slipping may cease before or after this due to varying velocities between the
deformed part of the ball in contact with the surface and the rest of the ball. β condenses all the
complicated physics of the actual impact into a single parameter, asserting that slipping will generally
occur and will cease when
ψ f + rω f = −β(ψi + rωi), (2)
For a perfectly rigid ball and surface, β = 0, while for a perfectly sticky ball-surface interaction,
β = 1, i.e., the rotational velocity simply changes sign, a case that can be physically realized with Su-
per Balls on rough surfaces.27 A perfectly slippery surface corresponds to β = −1, i.e., the tangential
velocity is utterly unaffected by the impact.
Critically, Zhang’s model, following both Lun’s and Walton’s default case, uses a constant β for
all impacts.
Impacts are assumed to be instantaneous. Since β determines when rolling will occur and concep-
tually depends on the frictional properties of the ball-surface interaction, it yields a critical value of
an effective, velocity dependent, coefficient of friction, which determines whether the impact will
involve rolling,
µc =





where ω is the angular velocity, m the mass, I the moment of inertia, and ξi and ψi the position
immediately before impact in the funnel coordinate system. When µ ≥ µc slipping does not occur
and the tangential and rotational velocities after impact are
ξ f = ξi − µ(1 + e)|ψ |sgn(ξi) (4)
and
ω f = ωi −
µ(1 + e)|ψi |sgn(ξi)mr
I
. (5)
If µ < µc, slipping occurs, so that
ξ f =





(1 + β)ωi, (6)
and







Again, we refer to Zhang and Walton27 for the detailed derivation of these final results.
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As noted by Zhang, a particle evolving according to this model may suffer inelastic collapse,
wherein an infinite number of collisions occur in finite time. In simulating the motion, we handle this
case by imposing an ad hoc cutoff time, here 1 ms. If the time between collisions is less than that, we
assume that the ball will in fact begin rolling along the funnel wall. Finally, the ball may impact the
funnel and emerge with insufficient perpendicular speed to lose contact with the funnel again. In this
case it will immediately roll, with or without slipping. We assume slipping ceases when the velocity
of the surface of the ball matches that of the center of mass.
The problem having been reduced to simple kinematics, it is relatively straightforward to deter-
mine the motion of the ball without having to simulate its motion throughout its entire trajectory using
regular time steps. Instead, calculations are needed only at the impacts. An analysis of each impact
and the resulting velocities allows for direct calculation of the next impact point, be it with the wall
or the gap at the bottom of the funnel.
Figure 2 shows the results of the model. We model a 0.5 inch diameter ball, weighing 1.3 g, a
1 inch gap, and an initial drop height 44 cm above the gap. Following Zhang et al., β here is set to
0, e = 0.99, and µ = 1 and our results match theirs. As can be seen, the time required from release
to exiting the funnel varies with horizontal drop position and with the angle of the funnel walls. The
angles chosen represent two qualitatively different regimes of behavior. For all angles above 45◦,
there exist regions where the duration varies apparently smoothly with position, whereas for all angles
less than that, the variation in duration is so sensitive to position that there is no apparent correlation
between adjacent positions. Figure 2 is an extreme case. Real balls will have e and µ less than 1, while
β, representing as it does every complication not considered, is difficult to estimate.
For our ball and funnel, e = 0.88 and µ = 0.41. The results of the model for various β values are
shown in Fig. 3. Some differences are immediately obvious. For the extreme case shown in Fig. 2,
the durations for high angles are much larger than for low ones, whereas for the more realistic case,
the times are comparable. Further, as β grows, the shape of the duration vs. position graph changes
drastically. The broad peak in the center shifts outward and shrinks, eventually disappearing. For
−1 < β < 0, allowed by the model, the results are similar; The broad peak emerges from the left and
marches across the plot as β moves from −1 to 0. The prediction for 40◦ is similar to Fig. 2(a) but
scaled by a factor of 1/3.
As shown in Fig. 4, the apparent randomness of the predictions for 40◦ in Fig. 2 is an artifact of
insufficient sampling and the complexity of the duration of fall with position. In fact, as is obvious
for 60◦, the duration for 40◦ consists of many smoothly varying segments separated by discontinuous
changes. The leftmost arc of Fig. 4(d) corresponds, for our experimental parameters, to a width of
about 2 µm.
III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Balls of various diameters and materials were tested for their coefficients of restitution. Because it
had the highest coefficient of restitution, we selected a Plexiglas ball 0.5 inches in diameter, weighing
1.3 g. Four of these were glued to the bottom of a base, upon which was set a 200 g mass. This was set
on a brushed aluminum surface (McMaster-Carr, 6061 multipurpose aluminum, 6′′ × 24′′ × 0.25′′),
and a string was attached, which ran over a pulley. Mass was added to the pulley until the block/ball
system moved at a constant velocity across the plate, from which µ was determined. The coefficient
of restitution was determined from a comparison of consecutive bounce heights for a ball dropped
onto the horizontal aluminum surface (e varies like the square root of the ratio of the bounce heights)
using a consumer-grade Casio EX-FZ100 high-speed camera.
The funnel was constructed from aluminum plates whose bottom ends were placed into two slots
milled into a block of wood set on the lab bench. The plates were held at a fixed angle by another
pair of wooden blocks clamped to the bench. The system was carefully leveled so that the ball, when
dropped, did not bounce laterally out of the funnel. Often the ball moved less than a couple centimeters
toward the edges of the plates when dropped from a height of ∼40 cm.
Since this arrangement does not in fact have a gap, the location of the putative gap was marked
by two pieces of tape on the front and back edges of the funnel, where the ball would never encounter
them, for the 50◦ and 60◦ angles and by two pieces of tape on the aluminum surface whose edges
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FIG. 2. Duration of fall as a function of initial drop position for e = 0.99, µ = 1, and β = 0. The behavior is symmetric
about the origin, so results are shown only for a ball dropped on the right funnel wall. Time is scaled by the time to fall directly
through the gap when dropped from x = 0, tfreefall. (a), (b), and (c) are for funnel angles of 40◦, 50◦, and 60◦, respectively.
Durations are calculated for values of x/L corresponding to the experimentally acquired data.
defined the gap for the 40◦ angle. During analysis, the ball was tracked until it passed below these
marks and was considered to have fallen through the gap.
The lab bench used has an additional, higher shelf. A rigid, massive block set on this shelf was
used as a support for a piece of wood with a small divot on its side to enable reproducible placement
of the ball. The wood was taped to the block. The ball was colored black with a marker and held
in place with a glass microscope slide. A white background was placed behind the funnel to make
tracking the position of the ball easy. The drop distance was set to 44 cm.
The motion of the dropped ball was then captured with the camera recording at 240 frames per
second and analyzed in Adobe Premiere Pro CS5.5. Even for the fastest observed motion, the ball
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FIG. 3. Model predictions for β ∈ {0, 0.3, 0.6}. β increases down the page. The left column is for 50◦ and the right for 60◦.
For 40◦, the changes with β are difficult to distinguish due to the complexity of the duration of fall dependence and so are
not shown, but are qualitatively similar to the previous Fig. 3(a), scaled by 1/3.
never moved more than one diameter per frame, so time and location resolution were high. However,
the resolution of the camera is insufficient to observe the initial motion of the ball from rest, so four
frames, corresponding to 4240 = 17 ms were added to all measured fall times, based on our estimate
of our ability to determine the initial motion. When adding four frames, the observed free fall times
were within a few percent of expectations.
The drop position was set to begin in the center of the funnel, and moved 3 mm after every five
ball drops, until it was too close to the funnel wall to be practicable or, in the case of 40◦ funnel angle,
until the end of the 2 ft funnel wall was reached. We tested three angles, 40◦, 50◦, and 60◦, one below
and two above the transition angle identified by Zhang.
IV. RESULTS
Fig. 5 shows the results overlaid on the model predictions for our measured values of e and µ
and for β set to zero. While there are many qualitative similarities, there are also clear differences.
For 40◦, the variation with position is smoother and, on average, the duration of fall is smaller
than predicted. Due to the highly variable predictions and our inability to drop the ball with micron-
scale lateral precision (see Fig. 4(d)), experimental data here should be equivalent to an average of the
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FIG. 4. Successively finer examinations of the duration of fall for 40◦. Sufficiently close inspection of any region of x/L
shows smoothly varying arcs of duration of fall separated by discontinuous jumps. Dashed lines indicate the region plotted
in the succeeding image, i.e. (b) is the central region of (a), etc. The right-most arc of (d) corresponds, for our experiment, to
a width of about 2µm.
model predictions. If so, we would then expect measured results intermediate to the predicted ones,
which we clearly have obtained. Further, there is a dip in duration at x/L = 0.7, which our results
reproduce, as well as a flat region at x/L = 0.8, which we again experimentally observe.
For 50◦, there is good quantitative agreement above x/L = 0.7 and for 0.5 < x/L < 0.55 and
moderate agreement between the extremes of those regions. However, the behavior for x/L ≤ 0.45
deviates significantly from the model prediction, often being 30% too low and dropping to 50% too
low at x/L = 0.45. Also, the experimental uncertainty drops precipitously on the right half of the
plot, indicating that the duration varies much less rapidly with position there. For 0.15 < x/L < 0.45
the experimental uncertainty is high, although the model suggests that there ought to be essentially
no variation in duration at all in this region.
For 60◦, there is again good quantitative agreement far from the gap, this time for x/L > 0.6,
with progressively poorer agreement moving backward from there to x/L = 0.2. Nevertheless, the
data reproduce many features of the prediction: a peak near x/L = 0.1, a second peak near x/L = 0.5,
along with a third, much thinner one, two flat regions near the outside edge at x/L ∼ 1, and a fourth
very small peak between them.
The small uncertainties in duration of fall for half of the 50◦ and all of the 60◦ drop positions imply
that the three-dimensional nature of our funnel is not the source of the lack of fit to the two-dimensional
funnel of the model. Errors due to motion toward the front and back of the funnel would be expected
to be random and independent of drop position, and our uncertainties are much smaller than the
differences between the model and data. Similarly, the errors cannot be due to small imperfections
in the ball or funnel surface, because these also would appear as large uncertainties is the measured
durations of fall.
There is no particular reason to assert a priori what β ought to be for a Plexiglas ball bouncing on
an aluminum plate. As Fig. 3 suggests, the central peak moves to the right and becomes less prominent
as β increases, eventually disappearing. Running the calculation with β ranging from −1 to 1 shows
the central peak appear from the left, move across the plot, and then decay past β = 0. Clearly, even
in just the three 60◦ examples in Fig. 3, as β varies, the duration vs. position varies continuously but
drastically. Having examined the results for β between −1 and 1 in steps of 0.1, none of them appear
to be especially better fits than β = 0. Performing an R2 goodness of fit measurement for β varying
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FIG. 5. Experimental results for (a) 40◦, (b) 50◦, and (c) 60◦. Comparing with Fig 3, clear qualitative agreement with the
model is evident. Equally clear is the lack of quantitative agreement. The duration of fall at 50◦ for 0.15 < x/L < 0.45
is particularly different, being roughly 1/3 smaller than predicted. Agreement is also quantitatively poor for 60◦ within the
same region. For 40◦, the values are generally less overall, but the sensitive dependence of duration of fall on position makes
interpretation difficult.
from −1 to 1 in steps of 0.02, the best fit is for β = 0.06 where R2 = 0.27. Thus it is clear that the
only available free parameter, β, is not sufficient on its own to define a model that reproduces the data
quantitatively.
Because the ball was coated with black ink during drop measurements but not during friction
measurements, we also compared the results to model predictions with µ varying between 0 and 1. By
the time µ reaches 0.3, the model duration vs. position plot is visually indistinguishable from µ = 1,
and for µ < 0.3, the model results move away from the measured ones. Thus, an incorrect µ will not
explain the data. The size of the experimental apparatus makes setting the angle with an accuracy
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FIG. 6. Effect of varying beta for impact speeds greater than 40% of the exit speed when dropped directly through the gap.
(a) 50◦ and (b) 60◦. β = 0 for impact speeds below 40% freefall maximum, β = 0.1 for those above 80% freefall maximum,
and β varies linearly for speeds between these two values. In addition, e is adjusted from 0.88 to 0.86 to visually obtain the
best fit for the 60◦ data. The fit for 60◦ is clearly improved, although not for 50◦, indicating that the dynamics are simply too
complicated to be represented by the simple model, even with our modification.
much better than a degree easy. The video rate allows time measurements with 4 ms (1/75th of tfreefall)
accuracy and retiming of a few of the videos yielded a mean difference in measured duration of fall
of ∼ 1 frame. The deviations from predictions for 50◦ and x/L < 0.5 are approximately 150 frames.
The divot used to reliably place the ball often caused some initial rotation, so we examined the model
predictions for ωi > 0. There was no observable large-scale change in the predictions for rotational
velocities below ∼30 rev/s.
Varying e does cause drastic changes in the predicted results, but, again, none are visually better
than those employing our measured value.
We conclude that the cause of the significant deviations between the model and experiment are
not due to either experimental inaccuracies or to improper model parameters.
However, as indicated in Fig. 6, we were able to obtain a significantly better fit for the 60◦ funnel
angle by simultaneously adjusting e from 0.88 to 0.86 (a 2% change) and replacing a constant β with
one that varied in a simple way with impact velocity. As discussed by Walton27 and Lun,28 setting β
constant is a severe approximation and a more accurate approach would require it to vary with both
impact speed and impact angle.
Determining exactly how it should vary requires detailed finite element analysis of the impact
for the particular ball and surface at each translational and rotational speed and impact angle, which
defeats the purpose of a simple model. Inspection of Fig. 5 suggests that the fit is poor for more
energetic drops (x/L < 0.5) but good for less energetic ones. Since the undeformed ball-surface case
is being considered here, this deviation at high initial ball energy suggests that at high impact speeds,
deformation becomes significant, and β should deviate from zero. As indicated in Fig. 3, increasing
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β drives the freefall time down for low x/L values, thus we modified the model to ‘turn on’ β as the
impact velocity rose above 40% of the maximal velocity for the freefall through the gap at x/L = 0.
Specifically, if v f f is the speed of the ball as it exits the funnel when dropped directly through
the gap and vi is the speed at impact, then, if vi/v f f < 0.4, β = 0. If vi/v f f > 0.8, β = 0.1, and β rises
linearly from 0 to 0.1 between those two points. Simultaneously adjusting e to 0.86 yields Fig. 6,
which clearly results in a better fit for 60◦, although the results for 50◦ are, if anything, worse. The
prediction for 40◦, due to its chaotic apperance is essentially visually unchanged, although the actual
numbers change, and so is not shown. We arrived at 40%, 80%, and e = 0.86 by varying each over
reasonable ranges and visually comparing with the experimental results. The complicated shape of
the predicted duration of fall makes least squares fits too coarse a measure of goodness of fit to give
reliable results.
While we could replace β with a yet more complicated function of the speed and impact angle,
our only guide would be whatever reproduces the data, since, as recognized by the original developers
of the model,27,28 the correct approach is to employ finite element analysis of every impact and it is
not our goal to produce an accurate model, but to determine if a simple model suffices for predicting
fall duration. Clearly it doesn’t, even when modified from the constant beta version in the next least
complex way.
We emphasize, however, that the model does broadly predict the results at 40◦, and at 60◦ and
50◦ for x/L < 0.5. Furthermore, as indicated in Fig. 5, it predicts discontinuous jumps in duration,
which are observed in the data, mostly in the predicted locations. When the drop position is moved
outward one step, the general pattern of bounces is observed to be similar but slightly shifted relative
to the previous drop position. This happens because the first bounce in the new position occurs only
slightly higher up the funnel wall. The subsequent bounces are similarly shifted slightly relative to
the previous drop. This is true, in particular, for the final bounce into the gap. As the drop position
moves, the position of the ball as it enters the gap also slowly shifts, approaching one of the gap edges.
Eventually, it reaches the gap edge and just barely hits the funnel wall, whereupon it has at least one
more bounce to complete before it can exit, leading to a significant jump in the duration of the fall.
The reverse can, of course, also happen. If an impact position previously outside the gap shifts into the
gap, the duration can decrease discontinuously. This kind of discontinuous variation in the duration
of the fall through the funnel is a potentially important effect in engineering and other applications as
an infinitesimal change in drop position can result in a change in duration of fall of 80% (see Fig. 5(c)
near x/L = 0.85).
V. CONCLUSION
We find that the model proposed by Zhang is broadly accurate in predicting the behavior of real
balls falling in real funnels. It captures a good deal of the dependence of the duration on drop position.
However, for 50◦ and 60◦ it is less successful for positions less than half the maximum (x/L < 0.5),
missing the magnitude by ∼ 50% for 50◦ and not predicting observed regions of smooth duration
variation with drop position.
The fit can be improved by employing a less severe approximation of the tangential coefficient
of restitution, β, at least in some cases. However, it seems clear from the experimental data that, for
commonly occurring balls and drop heights, the simple model of collision dynamics is insufficiently
accurate to obtain quantitative agreement for the duration of fall of a real ball through a funnel. A more
comprehensive approach that takes into account the variability of contact time, ball deformation, and
other energy loss mechanisms with impact speed and angle will clearly be required.
Nevertheless, although the model’s accuracy is mostly qualitative, it does capture many interest-
ing features. Notably, it does predict quantized changes in duration for small changes in drop position,
which we observed experimentally.
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